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Chapter
Chapter three deals with the country's economy. Please read the first two chapters of your textbook
for our next class. Becoming a parent opened up a whole new chapter in my life. a difficult chapter
in European history
Chapter | Definition of Chapter by Merriam-Webster
chap·ter (chăp′tər) n. 1. a. One of the main divisions of a relatively lengthy piece of writing, such as
a book, that is usually numbered or titled. b. One of the main divisions of a video recording, usually
accessible through an onscreen menu. 2. A distinct period or sequence of events, as in history or a
person's life: Steamboat travel opened a ...
Chapter - definition of chapter by The Free Dictionary
Chapter definition, a main division of a book, treatise, or the like, usually bearing a number or title.
See more.
Chapter | Define Chapter at Dictionary.com
(authorship) One of the main sections into which the text of a book is divided. Detective novel
writers try to keep up the suspense until the last chapter. 1907, Robert William Chambers, chapter
VIII, in The Younger Set, New York, N.Y.: D. Appleton & Company, OCLC 24962326: At her invitation
he outlined for her the succeeding chapters with terse ...
chapter - Wiktionary
chapter definition: 1. any of the separate parts into which a book or other piece of text is divided,
usually given a number or title: 2. a period that is part of a larger amount of time during which
something happens: 3. a local division of a larger organization: . Learn more.
CHAPTER | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
Nordic fine dining influenced by fresh ingredients from local farmers and producers and fresh picks
from the forest. Be welcomed by a fresh natural interior showing elements of Chapter’s organic and
sustainable approach.
CHAPTER - Nordic fine dining
The noun chapter is good for talking about a subset or small section of some larger thing. Book
chapters are one example, and so is a chapter in a person's life or a chapter of an organization or
club. When you mention the "mopey teenage chapter" of your life, you mean one small portion of
the years you've lived.And the Montana chapter of a national fan club is made up of only members
who live ...
chapter - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com
Open from Wednesday to Saturday we welcome you to our restaurant. Here we serve 3 different
surprise menu's. 5 course surprise menu for 54 € 7 course surprise menu for 74 €
Restaurant — CHAPTER - Nordic fine dining
A cathedral chapter is the body ("college") of advisors assisting the bishop of a diocese at his/her
cathedral church.These were a development of the presbyteries (presbyteria) made up of the
priests and other church officials of cathedral cities in the early church. In the Catholic Church, they
are now only established by papal decree.. Cathedral chapters are sometimes charged with election
...
Chapter (religion) - Wikipedia
The National Data Center (NDC) is a comprehensive data source for Chapter 13 bankruptcy cases
and claims.
NDC | Chapter 13 Bankruptcy Case Information
chapter manifests a taste of importance with desire to evoke underlying, emotional states of
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grandeur and visceral appeal focused around the individual man.
Chapter
A Chapter is a completely autonomous military unit made up of one thousand of the superhuman
warriors known as Space Marines or Astartes and their related vehicles, starships and support
personnel. Each Chapter serves collectively with the others of its kind as part of the Imperium of
Man's...
Chapter | Warhammer 40k | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Definition of chapter - a main division of a book, typically with a number or title, a distinctive period
in history or in a person's life, the governing
chapter | Definition of chapter in English by Oxford ...
16 synonyms of chapter from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus 16 related words, definitions,
and antonyms. Find another word for chapter.
Chapter Synonyms, Chapter Antonyms - Merriam-Webster
Shop Canada’s biggest bookstore! Find bestselling books, toys, fashion, home décor, stationery,
electronics & so much more! Plus get Free Shipping on orders over $25 or Ship to Store for free.
Indigo Chapters - Canada's Biggest Bookstore: Buy Books ...
c.1200, "main division of a book," from Old French chapitre (12c.) "chapter (of a book), article (of a
treaty), chapter (of a cathedral)," alteration of chapitle, from Late Latin capitulum, diminutive of
caput (genitive capitis) "head" (see capitulum).Sense of "local branch" (1815) is from cathedral
sense (late 15c.), which seems to trace to convocations of canons at cathedral churches, during ...
Chapter Synonyms, Chapter Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
Chapter provides student accommodation in the best London locations for UK and International
students. Read more about our unique new concept in student living.
Student Accommodation in London | Chapter
The 13Network is a service hosted by Bankruptcy Software Specialists, LLC.BSS is the nation's
leading provider of Bankruptcy Software and Services to Chapter 13 Trustees.
13Network Home
The name Chapter (Latin capitulum), designating certain corporate ecclesiastical bodies, is said to
be derived from the chapter of the rule book, which it was the custom to read in the assemblies of
monks.By degrees the meeting itself was called the chapter and the place of meeting the chapter
house.From these conventual chapters or meetings of monks for the transaction of business
connected ...
CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA: Chapter - NEW ADVENT
cite (something) chapter and verse To recite all the facts or details of something. Likened to
quoting scripture by citing the exact chapter and verse where it appears. Ask Stan if you need to be
updated on the case—he can cite it chapter and verse. See also: and, chapter, cite, verse be a
chapter of accidents To be characterized by multiple problems ...
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